Library Books

Oklahoma Drivers Manual
by Oklahoma. Dept. of Public Safety

The driving book: everything new drivers need to know but don't know to ask
by Karen Gravelle
Covering virtually every scenario a new driver may face, from changing a tire and negotiating privileges with parents to handling a car in bad weather, a practical guide helps teen drivers navigate through tricky new territory on the road and at home. Original.

Learn to Drive in 10 Easy Stages (eBook)
by John Wells
Learn to Drive offers a concise and fully illustrated guide to learning to drive, structured in 10 defined stages, giving any learner driver the resources and skills to deal with both the practical and theory tests.

Visual Materials (DVD)

Top Five Tips for Safe Driving: Handling Your Vehicle Responsibly
Using interviews with a neurologist, a police officer, a mechanic, and driving instructors, this comprehensive program arms students with information about the five best ways to stay safe behind the wheel. The video goes beyond stock advice to provide concrete strategies for avoiding distractions, night and bad weather driving, and defensive driving, while also covering legal limitations and basic vehicle safety.

Library Online Resources

Oklahoma Driving Practice Tests
Take practice tests for obtaining a driving permit, a motorcycle license or a commercial driver's license (CDL) in Oklahoma, get access the official driver's manual for each license, and search an FAQ with answers to over 100 questions about an Oklahoma driver's license.

Community Resources

Oklahoma Department of Public Safety
The Driver's License Services (DLS) division is responsible for new and renewed driver's licenses; this division also manages the suspension, denial, cancellation, revocation or disqualification of individual driving privileges and the enforcement of driver's financial responsibility laws and the state's compulsory insurance law.